Step 1: Attach #2 Left Side Frame to #1 Top Rack with two #5 bolts, four #8 washers and two #10 nuts. Then repeat the steps on the #3 Right Side Frame. Use the #13 crescent wrench and #12 Allen Wrench provided.

Step 2: Insert all four #16 casters by hand.

Best to assemble with two people.

Step 3: Align the hinges on the Left and Right Side Frames to align with hole on center beam. Using one #6 bolt, two #8 washers and one #10 nut, connect the hinge assembly.

Step 4: Attach the #4 Double Sided Coat Hooks to the bars of the Top Rack. Hooks slide on and connect with one #7 bolt, one #9 washer and one #11 nut each.